
STRUCTURES OF SOME SILICATES

JouN W. GnuNon, Uniaersity of Minnesota'

INrnorucrroN

Since 1926 a large number of structures of silicates have been in-

vestigated. Though W. L. Bragg (37) has published a long paper

recently on the progress of 'this work it may not be amiss to review

his work in this journal and include in addition those structures

which have been determined in the last eighteen months' It is not

the intention of the writer to show projections of these structures.

In the first place, they are so complicated that photographs of

models or perspective drawings do not convey the proper concep-

tions. Secondly, they might be too technical for the reader who has

not specialized in this type of study. Instead of showing such pro-

jections, an attempt will be made to develop structural diagrams

which will give the student the proper conception of the struc-

tural combinations so far encountered in the silicates. Acknowl-

edgment of the sources from which the writer has drawn is made

in the bibliography. The references are necessarily limited to the

latest complete o-ray studies of the silicates. For additional refer-

ences the reader will find it necessary to consult each original in-

vestigation.

Ver-BxcY aNo CoonPTNATES

Two years ago the writer reviewed the literature of a number of

simple type structures in this journal (38) and showed how each

atom or ion-the silicates are most probabll'built up of ions-tries

to surround itself with ions of opposite charge in such a manner

that all bring their maximum influence to bear on one another' We

might say that their spheres of influence are in contact' The radii

of these spheres are significant but more important are the ratios

of the radii of the cations to those of the anions which surround

them. In the common silicates the cations are usually smaller than

the most abundant anion O. Table I lists the radii of the most im-

portant ions in silicates. The cation of Si is so small that it just fits

into the void between four anions of O which are in contact in such

a fashion that their centers are at the corners of a regular tetrahe-

dron whose edge is 2.6-2.7 L inlength. (Fig. 1, a.) The group SiOa

thus formed is the foundation of all investigated silicate structures

including qrartz and other SiOz modifications' The SiOr tetra-

hedra may be slightly distorted but as a whole they are the most
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regular and reliable building units of the silicates. Si in an SiOr
group has four valency coordinates (38) linking Si to four O. The
SiOa group has four excess negative charges by which it is linked to
neighboring cations. These may be Si or other elements.

Tanr.r f. Erlncrrve Renrr or. foNs or Som or tgp Er,nMENrs rN Srr,rcargs

Ca++ 1.06 A
Sr++ 1.27
K+ 1.33
Ba++ 1.43
o-- r.32
F- 1.33
(oH)- 1.4-1.s
s--  1.74
cl- 1.81

Be++ 0.34 A
si++# 0.39
Al+++ 0.57
T.i++++ 0.64
Fe+++ 0.67
Mn+# 0.70?
Mg++ 0.78
Li+ 0.78
Fe++ 0.83
Zn++ 0.83
sc+++ 0.93
zr++++ 0.97
Mn++ 0.91
Na+ 0.98

Frc. 1. (a) SiOa group; (b) SirO? group; Frc. 3. SiOs endless chain in pyroxenes.
(c) SirOs group (benitoite ring). After Frc.4. SirOrr endless chain in am_

fw t. n.agg. 
rv' -' e'1{ 

phiboles.
Frc. 2. Si5O1s group (beryl ring).

In orthosilicates, SiOa groups are never in direct contact with
one another. This arrangement had been suspected long ago. There
had also been vague predictions of certain linkages of SiO. groups,
some of which have lately been shown to exist. How two SiOo tetra_

' i 5;*4,
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hedra may have one corner in common forming an SizOz group is
shown in Fig. 1,b. This grouping exists in the melilite silicates.
Fig. 1,c shows a linking of three SiOa groups giving one large SisOs
aggregate as found in benitoite. A ring of six SiOa tetrahedra
(Fig. 2) resulting in an SioOrs group has been discovered in beryl.

Still more interesting are the endless chains of SiOa groups.
Single chains (Fig. 3) exist in the pyroxenes (8). Due to this linking
of the tetrahedra the ratio of Si:O becomes 1:3, which is that of
the metasilicates. The discovery by Warren (15) of endless double
chains (Fig. a) in the amphiboles has added much to the under-
standing of these complex structures., The unit Sj+Ou occurs in
them as will be shown later. Endless sheets of SiOa groups in which
three ofrthe four tetrahedral corners of each SiOa group are linked
to adjoining SiOa groups are shown in Fig. 5. They give rise to
SirOro units as in the micas and talc. Another complex type of SiOa
grouping is the feldspar type first predicted by Machatski (14). It
consists of frameworks of SiOr groups, (Fig. 6.) Each tetrahedron
shares its four corners with four adjacent SiOa tetrahedra resulting
in a rat io  l :2  tor  Si  to  O.

Frc. 5. SirOro endless sheet
in micas.

Frc. 6. SioAloOzr framework in

sodalite, after Jaeger.

Cations olher than Si may have four or more valency coordi-
nates. Their coordinate number seems to depend less on chemical
valency than on their sizes and more complicated factors, some of
them little understood. Aluminum maybe the center of a tetrahedral
AlOa group which strongly resembles the SiOn group. It is, how-
ever, slightly larger and more distorted on account of the larger
size of the Al cation. Aluminum frequently is the center of a some-
what distorted octahedron in which position it has a valency of six
valency coordinates to the six corners of the octahedron. These
corners are the centers of O, F, or OH anions as a rule. The be-
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havior of Al shows that an qlement may have more than one co-
ordinate number even in the same structure as will be shown in
andalusite, for example, in which half of the Al ions have the co-
ordinate number 5, the other half the number 6. Mg, Ferr and Na
usually behave like Al with six coordindtes, while Ca more often
has eight coordinates. Beryllium on the other hand, is at the cen-
ter of a tetrahedron like Si. Boron behaves the same way though it
may have only three coordinates. The reader may have noticed
that as a general rule the larger cations have the larger number of
valency coordinates. This is a natural consequence of the empirical
law stated earlier that each cation tries to gather as many anions
about itself as will closely fit around it.

Notwithstanding the fact that in crystals an ion with a certain
chemical valency may be replaced by one with a different valency,
the total positive and negative valencies must balance in any
stable structure. Pauling has gone farther and has proposed his
"rule of compensation of electrostatic valency" (36) which has
been found valid within certain limits for the structures investi-
gated. It states that in a stable structure, the electric charge of
each anion is approximately or exactly compensated by the
strength of the electrostatic valency bonds reaching it from the
cations to which it is linked directly. An example will illustrate
this rule In olivine (forsterite) each O ion is linked to one Si and
three Mg ions. Si has a valency 4, and each of its four bonds has a
value 1. Mg has a valency 2. Each of its six coordinates is equal to
one-third of a positive charge. The two negative charges of O are
compensated exactly by (3X**1):2 positive charges.

It is a curious observation that in an actual structure, places of
weakness seem to occur only where the value for each bond sinks
below a certain limit. Bonds with an individual valency of 1 appear
to be extremely strong. The writer has been unable to find a struc-
ture in which cleavage, for example, cuts through such bonds. It
seems also that three bonds of one-third valency each are not as
strong as a single bond with a valency of 1. More observations will
be necessary, however, before a definite statement can be made.

Isouonpuous REPLACEMENT

A vast amount of work has been done on isomorphous replace-
ments in silicates. We shall mention only those points of the sub-
ject which seem to have been definitely established as facts and
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summarized by W.L. Bragg (37). There seems to be l itt le doubt
that the amount of O in a silicate is practically a constant and
should be treated as such. The O ion is so large that it is improb-
able that additional O ions could enter a stable structure. The F
ion or the OH radical, which are of about the same size as O, could
possibly take its place, but it is more common for F to replace OH,
or vice versa. The replacement of one cation by another is ex-
tremely common in silicates. We only need to mention the plagio-
clase feldspars in which Na and Si are replaced by Ca and AI, re-
spectively. ft is not possible, however, for Ca to replace Na with-
out a corresponding substitution of Al for Si. How complicated
such replacemehts may be is illustrated in Warren's paper on the
amphiboles (16) in which a number of recast analyses are given.
Mauguin's (34) investigation of the micas had shown as early as
1928 that the number of O ions in the unit cell remained practically
constant. The greatest possible variation exists in micas, however,
not only in the amount of substitution of one metal for another,
but also in the number of metals that may replace one another.
The metals which are difficult to assign in the determination of a
structure are those whose cations have two different coordinate
numbers. Aluminum is a typical example. It frequently takes the
place of Si with four coordinates, but it may also replace Mg, Mn,
Ferlr, Ti and Cr with six. Table I which gives the radii of common
ions.is helpful in this respect. An ion will replace another only if the
difference between their radii is relatively small.

Srnucrune DrRcnnnrs
Many attempts at devisrng correct structural formulas for srli-

cates have appeared. Actual determinations of the structures have
invalidated most of them. Nothing would be gained by listing at
this time even the more valuable contributions which preceded the
*-ray study of silicates. A structural formula can indicate only a
limited number of the important features of a structure. An at-
tempt, therefore, has been made to draw diagrams which combine
the advantages of structural formulas with those other features
essential for an understandrng of a particular structure. It is real-
ized, of. course, that the diagrams presented are not the only pos-
sible ones which can be devised.

One chemical molecule, or at the most two, have been used in
each figure. Ions which are not directly linked in the actual struc-
tures are kept apart in the diagrams. Since it is impossible to sep-
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arate individual molecules in the structures without having un-
satisfied valencies left over, "loose" bonds are also found in the
diagrams. The latter are drawn in such a way that an indefinite
number of them may be linked together in the principal directions
without destroying the integrity of the structures. The continuity
of a structure may be represented in this manner.

For simplicity's sake, not all coordinates are drawn except
where absolutely necessary. Silicon and aluminum with a co-
ordination of 4, however, always have all coordinates shown. Mag-
nesium and aluminum with 6 coordinates frequently will have
only three bonds shown. A number of bonds are drawn as full
lines, others as dotted lines. ly'o essential structurol. diference exisls
betueen these two kind;. The number of full lines to an ion indicates
the chemical valency of the ion while the dotted lines are added to
complete the number of valency coordinates which can be shown
advantageously in the diagrams. A new feature is introduced in the
chemical formulas under the diagrams. The number of valency co-
ordinates for each element is written above the symbol of that
element. Where two numbers are given some of the ions have a
difierent coordinate number from others of the same element. The
number of diagrams which could be included was limited by the
cost of the cuts involved.

STRUCTURES

Onruosrr-rcarBs

In orthosil icates the ratio Si:O is 1:4 or greater. The SiOr tetra-
hedra are separated from one another by the remaining cations of
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Frc. 9. Zircon.

z\igr€iLd \ ,E8npi,rhfrnr3,td
Fro. 7. Forsterite. Frc. 8. Norbereite.

the structure which will just neutralize the negative charges of the
SiOa groups.
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Or,rvrxn Gnoup. (Bragg and Brown, 3). In forsterite, MgzSiOa,

(Fig" 7) each SiOr group is surrounded by Mg ions' There are six

coordinates from each Mg to six O ions at approximately equal

distances. Each O has four coordinates, three to Mg and one to Si'

Ferr can replace Mg, of course. Monticellite (MgCaSiOr) has the

same structure as olivine (Brown and West,6)' Half of the Mg

ions are replaced by ca. This results in a slight shift of certain po-

sit ions on account of the larger size of Ca'

CnoNlnounE GRouP.

Mg(OH, F)2MgzSiOr

Mg(OH, F)r(MgzSiOr)z

Mg(oH, F)r(Mgrsio4)s

Mg(OH, F)r(MgrSiOr)n

Norbergite
Chondrodite
Humite
Clinohumite

six anions. where the Mg is located in a slab of Mg(OH,F)z two of

the six anions are (OH,F), the other four are O' Each (OH,F) is

connected to three almost equidistant Mg cations'

PnBNacrrB. Phenacite, Be2SiO4, (Bragg andZachaiasen, 7) con-

of  Be.
ZrncoN. In zircon, ZrSiOe, (Vegard, 1, and Wyckofi and Hen-

dricks, 2) each Zr cation is linked to eight nearly equidistant O

ion. Each O ion is tied to two Zt and one Si cations' Since each
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Zr is linked to eight difierent tetrahedra of SiOr only four of the
eight coordinates can be shown in Fig. 9 without destroying the
simplicity of the diagram.

TrraNrrn. In titanite, CaTiSiOs, (Zachariasen,26), each Ti ion
is surrounded by six O ions at the corners of a somewhat distorted
octahedron. Ca has seven coordinates to seven nearly equidistant
O ions. Each O is l inked to three or four cations. See Fie. 10.

c6", f,2 €,65 r.
Frc. 11. Garnet (grossularite).

GennBr Gnoup. It is difficult to represent the garnet structure
(Menzer, 4) diagrammatically because the SjOr groups must be
kept apart. In grossularite, Ca3Al2(SiOe)e the SiOa groups are sep-
arated by Al and Ca (Fig. 11). Al has the coordination number 6
and Ca the nirmber 8. The eight O ions around Ca are at the cor-
ners of a distorted cube. Each O in the structure has four coordi-
nates, two to Ca, one to Al and one to Si.

Topez. Topaz, [Al(OH,F)]rSiOa, also has self-contained SiOa
groups l inked together by Al ions (Pauling, 11, and Alston and
West, 13). Al has six coordinates, four to O and two to (OH,F).
Each (OH,F) l ies between two Al but not in a straight l ine with

\ "
/ \ \

F ' 0 f .

. 7  6  4 5 4 -
2lCart SiOsl

Frc. 10. Titanite.

- . 6  2  ,  4 J
2LVt(r,oH))25o41

Frc.l2.Topaz.

6  4 1 A

zlerysi 6l
Frc. 13. Cyanite.
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them. It has two coordinates while each O has three. See Fig' 12.

The perfect basal cleavage in topaz seems to lie between Al,O and

Al,O planes. It most probably does not cut the very strong Si-O

bonds which are found everywhere in the crystal except between

the two planes mentioned.
CveNrro. Cyanite, AlzSiOs, (N6ray-Szab6, Taylor and Jackson,

19) as well as andalusite and sillimanite have self-contained SiO4

groups linked together by Al (Fig. 13). The Al ions in cyanite have

six coordinates. The O ions have three and four coordinates con-

necting two Al and one Si or four Al, respectively' Half of the Al

ions occur in chains parallel to the c axis. Parallel to the plane

(100) layers of ions occur in the order: Al,O-Al,O-Si,Al,O-O-

Si,Al,O and repeated. The excellent cleavage of cyanite parallel

(100) probably occurs between the two Al,O layers where each O

is linked to four Al and not along the O layer as proposed by

Ndray-Szab6, Taylor and Jackson (19). The reason for this belief

will be given under staurolite in the next paragraph. Too little is

known about crystal physics to explain the anomalous difierences

in hardness on the (100) face in cyanite.
Sraunor.rro. Staurolite, Fe(OH)z(AlzSiq;r, may be conceived

as built up of unit slabs of cyanite interlayered with slabs of Fe

(OH), (N6ray-Szab6,20). The slabs of Fe(OH)z are inserted in the

cyanite structure between the two Al,O layers parallel to (100)

along which the cleavage occurs in cyanite according to the writer's

belief. This introduction of Fe(OH)2, therefore, destroys the cleav-

age for staurolite. If cleavage took place along the O layer there

would be no reason why it should not be found in staurolite since

the O layer is preserved in the staurolite structure' Attention is

called to the different orientation of the two minerals. The (100)

plane of cyanite is the (010) plane of staurolite. It is not possible to

show all these features in Fig. 13.
SnrrueNrre. Sillimanite, AlrSiOu, (Taylor, 10) difiers from

cyanite mainly with respect to the behavior of one half of the Al

ions. These Al ions have four coordinates, the same as Si, resulting

in AIO+ groups. The other Al ions are arranged as in cyanite in

chains and have a coordination of six (Fig. 1a). Why is sillimanite

fibrous in structure? The writer observed that the SiOa and AIOn
groups, which are alternately linked together, form endless double

chains of SiOr and AlOa tetrahedra parallel to the c axis (parallel to

the fiberS). Endless double chains of SiOr are found in amphiboles
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and, according to Warren, explain the fibrous structure of amphi-
boles and chrysotile, as discussed later. Now a double chain con-
sisting of alternating SiOa and AlOn groups should be nearly as
strong as one consisting of SiOr entirely and should impress its in-
dividuality upon the structure as a whole.

Mullite and sillimanite are identical in structure, according to
Taylor (10), except for the fact that one O ion out of every forty O
is missing in mullite. This behavior is unexplained so far.

.4,6 4 2,5.
2 LAtz5i 05)

Frc. 14. Sillimanite.

r a  6  . 4 J , 4 - -
?Lca Mgpi%)zl

Frc. 16. Diopside.

ANoar,usrrB. fn andalusite, AlzSiOs, Taylor (23) found that one-
half of the Al have six coordinates and are arranged as in cyanite
and sillimanite. The other half of the Al ions possess five coordi-
nates, which is rather unusual. Each O is linked to two Al and one
Si or to three Al. Fig. 13 would illustrate this structure if the num-
ber of bonds of two Al ions were reduced from 6 to 5.

Srr,rcerBs wrrn Snr,l-coNTATNED AccnBcarBs ol SiOn Gnoups
As the ratio of Si:O decreases below 1:4 aggregates l ike SizOz

(Fig. 1,b), SirOs (Fig. 1,c), and SioOrs (Fig. 2) are found in the
structures. Such self-contained aggregates are separated from one
another by the remaining cations.

TnonrvprrrrB. Thortveitite, SczSizOz, (Zachariasen, 25) con_
tains SizOz groups linked together by Sc. Scandium has six coordi-
nates and is at the center of a distorted octahedron of O ions.

MBr.rrrte Gnoup. The members oI this complex group to which
Warren (21) assigns the formula (Ca,Na)z(Mg,Al)1(Si,Al)zOz con-
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tain the SirOz Broup. Al may replace a part of the Si. A structur-
ally difierent Al may substitute for part of the Mg. Magnesium
here has the unusual coordination number 4. Isomorphous replace-
ment in this group, then, is very complicated. For example, if Al
replaces a part of Si, Ca should replace a corresponding amount of
Na. CazAl(Si,Al)Oz which is gehlenite (Beerman, H., Am. Min.,
vol. 14r p. 400, 1929) would be the result. If Ca replaced all of the
Na and the amount of Si remained constant, Mg should replace all
of the structurally equivalent Al resulting in ackermanite Ca2Mg-
SirOz. The rare mineral hardystonite Ca2ZnSizOz has the same
structure as melil i te (Fig. 15).

z LG":Ndz @slai 1sfet1rlr)
Frc. 15. Melilite.

DaNsutrrB. Danburite, CaBzSirOa, (Dunbar and Machatski,
31) contains Si2O7 groups notwithstanding its apparent excess of
O. This excess O ion together with three oxygen ions of three other
Si2O7 groups forms a tetrahedron at the center of which is placed a
B ion. 'fhese tetrahedra are arranged in such a way that BzOz
groups occur besides SizOz groups. Calcium has eight coordinates.
Oxygen ions may have two, three, or four coordinates.

BnnrronB. The rare mineral benitoite, BaTiSieOg, (Zacharia-

sen,27) contains SiaOs Broups. This explains its crystallization in
the ditrigonal bipyramidal class. It would be very difficult to draw
a simple diagram which would show the proper relationship of the
cations. No Ba or Ti ions are inside the SiaOs "ring." The "rings"
are linked together by these ions, both of which have a coordina-
tion number 6. Oxygen has two and three coordinates.

Bonvr,. Beryl, BesAlzSioOrs, (Bragg and West, 5) has "rings" con-
sisting of six SiOa tetrahedra linked into SioOrs aggregates. These

"rings" are "open," that is no cations are inside of them. They
form "wide channels" through the crystal parallel to the c axis. It
is thought that these channels may account for the inclusion of

I
o
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helium and other atoms in beryl. The "rings" are interlinked by
Al with six coordinates and by Be with four. Oxygen has two and
three coordinates. ft is practically impossible to draw a satisfac-
tory diagram of beryl with only one molecule.

Srrrcarns wrrg ENDLESS CHATNS or SiOr
PvnoxBNr Gnoup. Single endless chains of SiOa as shown in

Fig. 3, are the characteristic structural feature of the pyroxenes
(Warren and Bragg, 9). These chains are parallel to the c axis. The
chains are connected to one another by Mg, Fe, Ca and other ca-
tions which have a coordination number of 6 or 8. (Fig. 16 diop-
side). The chains are spaced in such a way that projected on a
plane normal to the axis of the chain they have the distribution
shown in Fig. 2l.Each trapezoid contains one chain seen end on.
Each chain is turned 180o about its long axis with repect to its
neighbors. The 87o prismatic cleavage of the mineral is produced
by breaking of bonds between the chains as indicated by a heavy
line in Fig. 21. The bonds between Si and O are very strong and
good cleavage can develop therefore only between O and the other
cations. fn acmite (Na,Fe)(SiOg)s Na replaces Ca, and Ferrr the Mg
of the diopside molecule. No detailed rnvestigation has been made
of augite but it is practically certain that it has the diopside struc-
ture.

ENsrerrro. The orthorhombic pyroxene enstatite (Mg,Fe)SiOa
(Warren and Modell, 17) is very closely related to diopside. Mg
replaces Ca with only a slight shift of some of the ions. If a diop-
side unit cell were reflected on its (100) plane, the unit cell of ensta-
tite would result. The enstatite unit cell, therefore, is almost twice
as long in the direction of the o axis as the cell of diopside. This
operation reminds one of twinning on a unit cell scale. It also ex-
plains the orthorhombic symmetry of enstatite.

AMprrreorr Gnoup. The endless double chains of SiO+ groups
(Fig. a) distinguish the amphiboles (Warren, 15 and 16) from the
pyrokenes. Parts of the amphibole structure are very similar to the
pyroxenes. If one could cut out certain slabs of the tremolite struc-
ture, one would obtain sections almost identical with the unit cell
of diopside. In Fig. 17 of the tremolite structure, the links of the
double chains have been simplified from six SiOn groups (as actu-
ally found) to four SiOa groups. This was necessary in order to pro-
duce a reasonably simple diagram. The unit of the chain, and there-
fore of the chemical formula, is the group SinOl as outlined in Fig.
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4. Warren (15) and Kunitzt independently have shown that the
amphibole formula as formerly given is wrong and ha.ve substituted
the formula (OH)zCarMgr(SirO1)z for tremolite. The O in excess
of the Si+O1 groups exists as (OH) in the structure. Each (OH) is
linked to 3 Mg. The Mg ion is in the center of an octahedron, four
of whose corners are O, the other two OH. Other interesting fea-
tures in the structure are the large openings designated by "vacant
position" in Fig. 17. These positions are unoccupied as long as no
trivalent cation replaces a part of Si in the chain. In hornblende,
(OH,F), (Na,K,Ca,Mn)24 (Mg,Fe,Mn,Ti,Al)i (Si,AD8022, accord-
ing to Warren (16) these "vacant positions" contain alkali ions
when Al has replaced a part of the Si. As in melilite, the possible
combinations of replacement are very numerous in hornblende and
other amphiboles. Warren's paper should be consulted for de-
tails. The cleavage of the amphiboles may best be explained rvith
the aid of a diagram similar to Fig. 21. The cleavage will pass
around the double chains as indicated in Fig. 21 for single chains,
but the general direction of the line now makes an angle of (56 X |)'
with the o axis instead of (93X+)".

Axrnopuvrrrrn, (OH)zMg?(Si4O11)2, (Warren and Modell, 1g)
bears the same structural relationship to tremolite as enstatite to
diopside. fn other words, the unit cei of anthophyllite consists of
the unit cell of tremolite which has been doubled by reflection on
the (100) plane.

Cnnysorrr.B. The structure of the'chrysotile asbestos (OH)6Mg6-
(SinOrt)'HzO is built around the same double chains SiaOl as the
amphiboles (Warren and Bragg,32). To each chain there are at-
tached the requisite Mg and (OH) groups. One molecule of water
is also in the structure. Mg has six coordinates. Each (OH) is
linked to three Mg. Each chain is linked to its neighbors by very
few and relatively weak bonds which explains the fibrous structure
of asbestos.

Srr,rceres wrru SnnBrs or SiO+ Gnoups
W. L. Bragg (37) and Pauling (29) simultaneously proposed sheets

eonsisting of interlinked SiO4 groups (Fig. 5) for silicates which
have excellent basal cleavage and hexagonal or pseudohexagonal
symmetry. A unit of such a sheet has the formula SirOro. AII the
tetrahedra of SiOa in a sheet point in the same direction. The size
of the "meshes" in the sheet is determined by the SiOa groups.

1 Kunitz, W., Neues f ahrb., Beil,. Bd.,60, A, p. 228, 1929.
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Since these are practically constant the "meshes" will vary very

little in difierent minerals containing such sheets. The sizes of the

unit cells of such minerals in the o and b directions should be very

similar. Mauguin (34) was the first investigator who pointed out

this fact.
Muscovrrs. In muscovite, (OH)zKAlz(SisAl)Oro, one-fourth of

the Si in the Si+Oro sheets is replaced by Al resulting in (SieAl)Oro

sheets. Adjoining sheets have their tetrahedra pointing toward

each other (Fig.22). Between the two sheets are the other Al ions

which have six coordinates and the OH groups. Four coordinates of

each Al link two (SiaAl)Oro sheets together. The other two coordi-

nates hold the (OH) in the structure. Fig. 22 shows the succession

of sheets in muscovite. As will be noticed, the K ions occur in

layers between pairs of sheets and, on account of their low chemical

valency, tie these sheets together but loosely. Therefore, cleavage

occurs in mica along these alkali planes. Incidentally, these planes

in muscovite are almost exactly one one-millionth of a millimeter

apart. Fig. 18 shows muscovite diagrammatically. The part of the

formula inside the SiOa sQuare is a powerful link between two super-

imposed sheets, while the K ions would have to be imagined be-

tween these superimposed units of sheets. (Pauling, 29, and Jack-
son and West .  33.)

0

i i-]-'
0 ^ 0

p'Ar&r, uutia'd;1,
2 .  7  6  I  , 2 ;

(oH)2ft At2t$gAt)op

Fro. 18. Muscovite.

Pnrocoprro. Phlogopite, (OH)zKMgr(SiaAl)Oro, difiers from

muscovite only by a difference in structure occurring between the

Frc. 17. Tremolite.
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SiOn sheets (Pauling, 29). Two Mg ions take the place of the two Al
ions. The third Mg occupies a position in the same plane which
had been vacant in muscovite (indicated by * in Fig. 22). This is
possible because the chemical valency of 3Mg:2A1. In muscovite
each (OH) is linked to two Al, in phlogopite each (OH) must be
linked to three Mg since the number of (OH) groups remains
constant .  (F ig.19) .

BrorrtB does not differ from phlogopite except in the replace-
ment of Mg by Fe.

Mancenrm. fn the brittle micas (Pauling,29), for example in
margarite, (OH)rCaAlr(Si2Al2)O10, a very similar structure exists.
More AI than in muscovite is substituted in the SirOro sheets giving
SizAlqOro. Calcium replaces K. This increase in valency between
pairs of sheets impairs the perfect cleavage and deprives the min-
eral of its elasticity.

Pvnopnvrrrro. Pyrophyllite, (OH)rAlrSirOro, belongs to the ka-
olin group. According to Pauling (29), it is closely related to the
micas. There is no substitution at all of Al in the SiaOro sheets.
The structure between sheets is exactly as in muscovite. Each
pair of sheets with (OH)rAl, between is electrically neutral, how-
ever. No alkalies but only stray valences link these units together.
Therefore pyrophyllite is very sof t and slippery.

0-5i-

0 fi-o
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! , r -O- { l -O

t l
o o

3 ? 6 n . 2 3
loH)2K M%(sirAt)Oe

Frc. 19. Phlogopite.

Terc. Talc, (OH)rMg3SiaO1s, bears the same relation to phlogo-
pite that pyrophyll ite has to muscovite (Pauling, 29). No Al occurs
in the SiaOro sheets and the Mg and (OH) groups in talc are in the
same position as in phlogopite. The pairs of sheets with (OH)rMgs
between form electrically neutral layers, resulting in softness and
slippery feel of the mineral.

? 4  4 2 J
K ArSirOE

Frc. 20. Orthoclase
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Fnlnspan TypB FnauEwoRK on SiOa Gnoups

The feldspar type was first predicted by Machatski (14). It con-
sists of a framework of tetrahedra of SiOa (with AIO) linked in such
a way that each O of a tetrahedron is shared by another tetrahed-
ron (Fig.6). Al behaves l ike Si in these structures. The otherca-
tions are enclosed in these tetrahedral frameworks some of which
are quite "open."

Frrospens. Though the feldspars have been under investigation
for a number of years (Schiebold, 24) theh structures are only in-
completely known. The chief diffrculty seems to be that the AI
positions can not be distinguished from Si positions since an r-ray
reflection from an Al ion is about equally intense as a reflection
from a Si ion. It is practically certain that Al in the feldspars has
four coordinates l ike Si. The K, Na, or Ca ions inside the frame-
work of tetrahedral groups probably have six or more coordinates
to the O of the tetrahedra. Diagrams of the feldspars type will of
necessity resemble the sheet structures since frameworks can not be
shown in two dimensions. Fig. 20 is probably the simplest possible
diagram for orthoclase In anorthite an Al would replace another Si
and Ca would take the place of Na.

Soralrrp. Sodalite, NanAlsSieOrrCl, consists of a framework of
AloSieOzr in which tetrahedra of AlOr alternate with SiO+ groups.
The structure looks similar to Fig. 6. According to Jaeger (35) and
Pauling (28) the Na and Cl are inside the framework. Each Na is
linked to three O and one Cl. Each Cl is held by four Na. Helvite
(Mn, Fe, Zn)rBesSirOrzS has a similar structure in which BeOr
groups take the place of AlOa in the framework.

Noselrrr, NarAlgSirOrr. NaSO+
Lezunrro, NaaAhSiaOrz. (Na, Ca)SO+
HerivNrrn, NaaAlaSisOrz. NaSr
These three minerals are built on the same framework as soda-

lite. Instead of Cl the radicals indicated above occupy a large p,art
of the inside of the framework. They are not tightly held and sub-
stitution of one for another has been possible in the laboratory.

ANerctre . The structure of analcite, NaAlSi2Ou'HrO, has pre-
sented many dificulties (Taylor,22).It is certain now that it is
tetragonal instead of cubic, though four investigators, including the
writer, placed analcite into a cubic space group according to r-ray
data. The reason for its tetragonal character is not to be found in
the actual reflections that one obtains but in the fact that the 16
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Na, 16 Al, 32 Si, 96 O, and 16 H2O positions which must be put into
a unit cell are an impossible stable combination in any cubic space
group.

Analcite consists of a framer,vork of SiO+ and AlOe groups which
is similar to those described above. The exact positions of Na which
probably has six coordinates are not yet knolvn. Each Na is l inked
to at least four O and probably to two HzO. The rn'ater occurs in
relatively wide channels parallel to the body diagonals of a cubic
lattice. How it is held there is a matter of conjecture. The structure
does not collapse rvhen the water is driven off below 700'C (as in-
vestigated by the writer). This shows that HqO is not an essential
constituent as far as structural support is concerned. Since the
mineral can also absorb this water again, the HrO groups must be
able to move rather freely in the channels described.

o o

?o??o??o?
ffi

o K  o 1 H o o . 5 ;  o A l
Frc. 21. Diagram explaining the reason Frc.22. Diagram showing the sequence
for the position of the cleavage planes of ionic planes in muscovite.

in pyroxenes, after \\rarren.

CoNcr,usroN

The structures of the silicates which have been completely in-
vestigated are reviewed. Eight types of structures exemplified by
more than 30 single silicates or groups of silicates are discussed. A
few observations by the writer with regard to the development of
cleavage and with respect to endless double chains of alternating
SiOa and AlOa groups are included. Structural diagrams for each
group and certain members of these groups are shown. The purpose
of these diagrams is to indicate how the ions are grouped and which
of them are linked together. The diagrams are to take the place of
complicated projections not easily understood by mineralogists
who have had no opportunity to study actual models of the struc-
tures.
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